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POINTS OF POLYNOMIALS

E. B. SAFF AND J. B. TWOMEY

Abstract. Let(P(a, 3) denote the set of cubic polynomials which

have all of their zeros in |z| SI and at least one zero at z=a

(|a\ â 1). In this paper we describe a minimal region 2D(a, 3) with

the property that every polynomial in (?(a, 3) has at least one criti-

cal point in 2D(o, 3). The location of the zeros of the logarithmic de-

rivative of the function (z—a)m(z—z¡)mi(z—gj)"2 is also discussed.

1. Introduction. Let p(z) be a polynomial of degree n (5; 2) having

all its zeros in the closed disk 7: \z\ £1. Ilieff has conjectured [l, p.

25] that if a is a zero of p(z), then at least one critical point of p(z)

(i.e., zero of p'(z)) lies in the disk 12— a| :S 1. A more difficult problem

related to this conjecture is stated in [2] as follows:

Let <P(a, n) be the set of all nth degree polynomials which have all

of their zeros in 7 and at least one zero at the point 2=a. Describe a

region SD(o, n) such that (i) 2D(a, n) contains at least one critical

point of every p(z)E(?(a, n) and such that (ii) no proper subset of

£)(a, n) has property (i).

It is the aim of the present note to describe sets 2)(a, 3), |a| £¡1,

and thereby improve the results of Schmeisser [3] and others [4],

[5] concerning the location of critical points of cubic polynomials.

We shall define only those sets 2D(a, 3) for which O^a^l, since the

remaining sets can then be obtained by rotation. Our main result is

Theorem 1. Letp(z) = (z—o)(z—21) (2—z2), where O^a^l, |2i| £1,

and \z2\ ¡£1. Let A (a) denote the closed disk

A(a): I 2 - a/2 I   <, ((4 - a2)/l2yi2,

and C(a) denote Us circumference. Then p'(z) has at least one zero in the

set £>(a, 3) defined by

SD(a, 3) = A(a)\[C(a)n{z:Im2 > 0}],        a > 0,

0(0, 3) - A(0).
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Furthermore if SD(a, 3) ts replaced by any proper subset of SD(a, 3),

then the assertion is false.

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in §2. In §3 we consider the loca-

tion of the zeros of the logarithmic derivative of the function

(z— a)m(z— zi)mi(z— z2)m%, and in §4 we mention an open problem that

is suggested by our results.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof is based upon the following

simple lemma:

Lemma 1. ///(f) =b2Ç2+biÇ+b0is nonzero in |f | <1, then

(1) I *o|2- | 02|2 = |5iii- Soil I •

Proof. The case 02=0 is trivial. The case 02^0 is at once reduced

tO 02=1.

Let a, ß be the roots of f2+*if+&o = 0, \a\ £1, \ß\ èl. Then

(|a| -1)(|/S| -1)^0, and so |a/3|+l^|a| +\ß\. Multiplying both

sides of the last inequality by |a/3| — 1 = \bo\ —1 (^0) there follows

|ôo|2-l=   |«|2|/3|   + | « j   |/?|2-  \a\   -  |/81

= (\a\2-l)\ß\   + (\ß\2-l)\a\

è   | (|a|2-l)/3 + (|/3|2-l)a|   =  \h-hbil,

which proves Lemma 1.

We can now prove

Lemma 2. Let p(z) = (z—a)(z—Zi)(z—z2), where 0<a^l, |zi| =1,

and \Zi\ ál. // p'(z) has no zero inside C(a), then Zi=zi or a=zi = l

or a=z2 = l.

Furthermore, if pa(z)=(z —a) (z — eia) (z — e~ia) and

/a + 6A\                      /a-6A\
0 ±£ ai = cos-1 (-j S a S cos-11-1 = a2 S x,

where A = ((4 —a2)/12)1/2, then p'a(z) has a pair of conjugate zeros and

as a varies from ai to a¡ these zeros describe C(a). If, however, 0 Sa <«i

or a2<a^x, then p'a(z) has a zero inside C(a).

Proof. Let zi = exp [idi ] and z2 = r exp [id2 ] (0 S r S 1 ). To prove the

first part of the lemma we note initially that since p'(z) is nonzero

inside C(a), the polynomial

P(£) » P'(Aï + a/2) = 3^2f2 + A(a-2zi- 2zt)t + ZiZa - a2/4

is nonzero in |f | <1. Hence as a consequence of (1) we have

(2) l*o|2-  |o2|2=  |Re(5!*a — 5o&0 | ,
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where bk denotes the coefficient of f* in the expansion of P(Ç). Since

Re(5,02 - hb!) = A[a(l - r 005(0! + 02)) - 2(1 - r2) cos 0,]

and A ^a/2, we deduce from (2) that

a2(l - r 005(0! + 02))/2 - (1 - r2)

^ a2(l - r cos(0i + 02))/2 - a cos 0,(1 - r2),

that is (1— r2)(a cos0,— 1) ^0. Hence either r = 1 or 1 =a=cos 0i = 2i.

If r = l, then (2) implies that

(a/2 - A)(\ - cos(0, + 02)) ê 0,

and so either a/2=A, i.e., a = \, or cos(0i+02) =1, i.e., 22 = 21. Finally,

if r = 1 and a = 1, we have equality in (2) and it follows from (1) that

Im(5i¿>2 — bobi) — sin(0i + 02) — sin 61 — sin 02 = 0.

This last equation implies that 01 = 0 or02= Oor0i+02 = O (mod 27r),

i.e., 21 = 1 or 22 = 1 or z2=zi. The proof of the first part of Lemma 2 is

now complete.

To prove the second part we note that p'a(AÇ +a/2) has the zeros

- (a - 4 cos a) ± [(a - 4 cos a)2 - 36A2]1'2

and that the quantity under the radical is nonpositive if ai ^0:^0:2.

Furthermore, it is easily verified that as a varies from «i to a2 the

points ft, £2 describe the boundary of the unit disk. Finally, if

0^a<o!i or a2<a^TT, then ft and f2 are real and unequal and, since

their product is unity, it follows that one of them lies in | f | < 1. This

implies the second part of Lemma 2 and concludes the proof.

We next establish

Lemma 3. Let p(z) = (z—a)(z—zi)(z—z2), where Oga^l, |zi|<l,

and \z2\ < 1. Then p'(z) has at least one zero inside C(a).

Proof.   Since    |zi|<l   and    |z2| <1,   there   exists   a   number

p (0 <p < 1) such that

q(w) = p(pw + (1 — p)a) = p3(w — a)(w — wi)(w — w2),

where   |wi| =1  and   \w2\ ^1.  By Lemma 2, q'(w)  has a zero in

| w—a/21 ^A and hence p'(z) has a zero (f^I) in the disk

y(p, a): | 2 - a/2 - (1 - p)a/2 |   ^ pA.

Since A ^a/2 with equality only for a = 1, it is readily verified that
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every point of y(p, a), except z = 1 in the case a = 1, lies inside C(a).

This proves the lemma.

Combining Lemmas 2 and 3 we clearly obtain the first part of

Theorem 1 for a>0. For a=0 the required result is an immediate

consequence of the fact that the modulus of the product of the zeros

of p'(z) is less than or equal to 1/3.

To prove the second part of Theorem 1 for the case a>0 it suffices

to show that for any point z0 inside C(a) there exists p(z)E®(a, 3)

such that p'(zo) =0 and p'(z)^0 for all z (^Zo) in D(o, 3). Consider

first the polynomial

p(z, t) = (z - a)(z - e«)(z - ß(t)),

where ß(t) = (l-t)a+teis (O^í^l). For t = 0 we have p(z, 0)

= (z-a)2(z-ei») so that p'(z, 0) has a zero at a and at (a+2e")/3. It

is easy to see that the second zero lies outside C(a) except for the

trivial case a =e's = 1. As t varies continuously from 0 to 1, each root

of p'(z, t) varies continuously on the line segment [a, e**], one from a

to (2a+eie)/3, the other from (a + 2e*)/3 to eie (compare [6, p. 24]).

It follows, therefore, that no point Zo of the closed disk | s — 2a/31

iïl/3 can be omitted from 2D(a, 3).

Suppose next that z0 is a point inside C(a) for which |z0 —2a/3|

>l/3, and choose z0 (|z¿| >1) such that the derivative of -Po(z)

= (z—a)(z — z'0)2 has a zero at z0. We note that

Pi («o) 1 2
(3) -— =-+- = 0.

-Po(zo)       zo — a      Zo — So

Now consider the mapping /(z) = l/(z0—z). Under w = l(z) the unit

circumference is mapped onto a circle V and z0 is mapped to a point

w'0 inside T. Choose w{, w2 on V such that w'0 = (w[+w2)/2, and let

z[, z'2 be the points on \z\ =1 that satisfy w[=l(z[), w'2=l(z2). It fol-

lows that

2 1 1
(4) -r =-r +-r,

Zo — Zo       Zo — Zi       Zo — Z2

and, combining (3) and (4), we deduce that the derivative of po(z)

^(z — a)(z—z'i)(z—zQ has a zero at z = z0. Since \z[\ = |z£| =1 implies

that |zízá—a2/4| ^3^42, it is easily seen by considering the poly-

nomial pó(AC+a/2) that the second zero of p'0(z) lies outside C(a).

This proves Theorem 1 for a>0.

For the case a = 0 we observe that the derivative of

z(z - reia)(z - re"-"^'1),        0gag2x,    0 g r g 1,
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has a double zero at 2 = re'Ca+*'6>/V3, and hence no point may be

omitted from SD(0, 3). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. The logarithmic derivative. By applying the methods of §2 it is

possible to prove

Theorem 2. Let m, mi, and m2 be nonnegative real numbers with

n=m-r-mi+m2>0, and suppose

m mi m2
F(z) =-h-h->

z — a      z — Zi     z — z

where OiSa^l, |zi| ¿I, and \z2\ £1. Set

a(m, n) = (n — m)a/(n + m),        A(m, n) = (m(\ — a(m, n)2)/n)112.

Then F(z) has at least one zero in the disk

(5) | 2 — a(m, n) |   ^ A(m, n).

We note that if p(z) is a polynomial of the form

p(z) = (z — a)m(z — Zi)mi(z — 22)m2,

where O^o^l, |zi| ^1, and |z2| ¿1, then Theorem 2 implies that

p(z) has at least one critical point distinct from a in the disk (5).

It follows easily from this that Ilieff's conjecture is true for such p(z).

4. Conjecture. The equation

m *      mk
F(z) =-+  £ -= 0

z — a       k=i z — zk

(m^0,mk^0,n=m+mi+ ■ ■ ■+m,>0,0^a^l, \zk\ ^1 (l^k^s))

has a root f satisfying

, . ( (m      a(s — l)m\) lh

where a = (n— m)a/(n + (s — l)rw).

Support for the conjecture comes from Theorem 2 (the case s = 2).

It is also easy to verify that the conjecture is true for a =0. Its truth

for a = 1 follows from a modification of the proof in [2 ].

We remark that for the case where w = l, mk = l (i^k^s), the

conjecture is due to J. S. Ratti and is sharper than Ilieff's.

The authors wish to thank the referee for suggesting an elementary

proof of Lemma 1.
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